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1. MOTIVATION
Fairness over 802.11 wireless networks has been studied by

several researchers. Most solutions involve modifications of
the MAC protocol, e.g. [4], but only few work has focused on
fairness at the TCP level. In [11], the authors study the un-
fairness between simultaneous TCP uploads and downloads
for the case of a multi-hop ad-hoc network connected to the
wired Internet. They propose to replace the FIFO schedul-
ing discipline at the MAC layer by a non work-conserving
discipline that accounts for the level of contention experi-
enced previously by a node. Their solution addresses the
exposed node problem. In [10], a RED-based solution that
involves the cooperation of neighboring nodes is proposed
to enforce fairness among TCP flows. In [9], the authors
focus on the case of an 802.11 hotspot with simultaneous
uploads and downloads. They propose to enforce fairness
by adjusting the advertised window of TCP connections.

More generally, it has been observed that the size of the
advertised window of TCP greatly impacts the performance
and consequently the achievable fairness [1]. Experimental
studies, e.g. [2, 5], have confirmed the impact of the adver-
tised window on the performance of TCP. In [3], the authors
study the optimal advertised window for TCP and a chain
topology.

In this work, we propose to replace the FIFO policy by
LAS (Least Attained Service - [6], page 172). LAS has been
shown to solve most of the fairness issues faced by TCP in
a wired environment [8]. With the present work, we aim at
investigating the ability of LAS to solve some of the fairness
issues encountered in wireless environment using simulations
in ns2.

2. LAS OVERVIEW
LAS is a size-based scheduling policy where priority is

given to the flow that has received the least amount of ser-
vice so far. In case of ties, flows share the server in a round-
robin manner. A salient feature of LAS is that it has no
internal parameter to tune. Upon arrival of a new packet
when the queue is full, this packet is assigned a priority and
the packet with the lowest priority is discarded. LAS has
been proved to interact nicely with TCP by protecting flows
in their slow-start phase [7] and to solve classical unfair-
ness situations (UDP vs. TCP or TCP flows with different
RTTs) in the Internet [8].

3. AD-HOC SCENARIO
We first compared LAS to FIFO for the case of an ad-hoc

network with a chain topology. The chain consists of four

nodes spaced by a distance of 150 m such that a node is in
the data range of its successor and predecessor only and all
nodes are in the same interference range. We consider the
case where 3 ftp sessions are initiated from node 1 at one end
of the chain to the 3 other nodes. We term them as connec-
tion 1, 2 and 3. We consider different maximum advertised
window values. Note that since the ftp connections are si-
multaneously active, the rule obtained in [1] to assign the
advertised window in a chain topology cannot be directly
applied to our case. Our conclusions for these scenarios are:

(i) When the 3 ftp connections start simultaneously, the
value of the advertised window greatly impacts the level
of fairness achieved under FIFO/droptail. We investigated
window sizes between 10 and 60 kbytes. Under FIFO/drop-
tail, advertised windows larger than 25 kbytes result in clear
unfairness as connection 1 receives the larger share of the
available bandwidth. On the opposite, under LAS, the 3
connections obtain the same throughput whatever the win-
dow size is.

(ii) We further considered the case where the 3 connec-
tions do not start simultaneously. In this case, FIFO/drop-
tail is again unfair. LAS enforces fairness among the 3 con-
nections again, but after a transient period. If we consider
the case where connection 1 starts at time 0 while the two
other connections start later, this transient phase is the pe-
riod necessary for connections 2 and 3 to send the same
amount of packets as connection 1. During this phase, con-
nection 1 is completely locked out. This is due to the fact
that ftp connections are long-lived and one newly established
connection can fully monopolize the medium in an ad-hoc
setting under LAS. We expect that for more realistic traffic
patterns consisting of flows of different sizes, this phenom-
enon will be attenuated.

(iii) The fairness enforced by LAS results in a decrease of
the aggregate throughput of the ad-hoc network. However,
this is only due to the fact that under LAS, connections 2
and 3 (that send more packets under LAS) require respec-
tively two and three times more accesses to the medium to
transmit the same number of packets as connection 1. Over-
all, the total number of accesses to the air interface is the
same under FIFO/droptail and LAS.

4. HOTSPOT SCENARIO
We compare in this section LAS to FIFO/droptail for a

hotspot scenario as the one of Figure 1. There are 3 hosts
on the wired part and 3 wireless hosts. The link latencies
on the wired part are 2, 50 and 150 ms respectively. Links
are provisioned such that only the queue of the access point
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Figure 1: Simulated
scenario
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Figure 2: FIFO -
Hotspot - Downloads
only
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Figure 3: LAS -
Hotspot - Downloads
only
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Figure 4: FIFO -
Hotspot - 2 downloads
and 1 upload

can build up.
We consider two scenarios. In the first scenario, there are

3 ftp servers on the wired network while in the second sce-
nario, there are 2 ftp servers on the wired part and one is on
the wireless network. For each scenario, we investigated the
impact of the advertised window size (that varies between
10 kbytes and 60 kbytes) and of the buffer size at the access
point. Our conclusions for those scenarios are as follows:

(i) For the first scenario (downloads only) and under FI-
FO/droptail, the connection with the smallest RTT obtains
the largest throughput, almost irrespectively of the adver-
tised window value. In contrast, LAS reduces unfairness
gradually when the advertised window size is growing. Above
30 kbytes, the 3 connections obtain the same throughput
under LAS. This is illustrated by Figures 2 and 3 where we
plotted the instantaneous throughput of the 3 connections
under FIFO/droptail and LAS for an advertised window of
60 kbytes.

(ii) For the second scenario (2 downloads and 1 upload),
FIFO/droptail is unfair as the uploading connection gets
the highest throughput (see Figure 4), as already observed
in [9]. Again, LAS manages to enforce fairness and the 3
connections obtained the same throughput.

(iii) Fairness under LAS is not obtained at the expense of a
decrease of the aggregate throughput as for a given window
size, the aggregate throughput under LAS is the same as
under FIFO/droptail. In this specific case the number of
channel accesses for each delivered packet is exactly one, this
explains why the aggregate throughput does not decrease.

(iv) Both FIFO/droptail and LAS are affected by the size
of the buffer at the AP. If the buffer is significantly smaller
than the sum of the advertised windows, the instantaneous
throughputs exhibit high variances under both policies, in
line with what has been observed in [9]. When the buffer
size increases, variances decrease for both policies though
faster for LAS as we observe for instance when comparing
Figures 2 and 3 where the buffer size is 120 kbytes.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we propose to replace FIFO/droptail by LAS

to improve fairness in wireless networks. For the two cases
that we studied, namely an ad-hoc chain and a hotspot
scenario, LAS manages to enforce fairness, almost irrespec-
tively of the advertised window size. On the contrary, the
performance of TCP under FIFO/droptail is very dependent
on this parameter. We have further shown that fairness is
not obtained at the expense of a decrease of the utilization
of the network. The next step for us is to investigate more
complex traffic scenarios with flows of different sizes.
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